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Introduction 
In this paper we want to investigate the structure of the torsion-free 
cotorsion groups, defined by HARRISON [3], p. 372. For convenience, let 
us summarize some results of [3] that will be applied here. The word 
group will always mean abelian group. The additive group of rationals 
is denoted by Q, the additive group of integers is denoted by 2. If G is 
a group, then Gt is the torsion subgroup of G. A group is reduced if it 
has no nontrivial divisible subgroup. A reduced group G is called cotorsion 
if G a subgroup of a group M with M/G torsion-free imply that G is a 
direct summand of M, i.e. Ext (H, G) = 0 for all torsion-free groups H. 
A cotorsion group is called adjusted if it has no torsion-free direct sum- 
mands. The main result of HARRISON [3] states: 
(i) Every cotorsion group is uniquely the direct sum of a torsion-free 
cotorsion group and an adjusted cotorsion group. A cotorsion group is 
adjusted if and only if G/Gt is divisible. 
A result of FUCHS [2], p. 123 states: 
(ii) A torsion-free group is a cotorsion group if and only if it is a 
reduced algebraically compact group. 
Here an algebraically compact group is defined as a group which is a 
direct summand in every group that contains it as a pure subgroup. 
Our result on the structure of torsion-free ootorsion groups may be applied 
to the torsion-free reduced algebraically compact groups. In [3], Prop. 2.1., 
p. 371 it is proved that 
(iii) A group is torsion-free cotorsion if and only if it is isomorphic 
to a direct summand of a direct product (unrestricted direct sum) of 
p-adic integers. E. WALKER [6] has investigated direct summands of 
direct products of abelian groups. He obtains that a direct product G 
of cotorsion groups has a maximal torsion-free direct summand H, and 
H =0 if and only if G/Gt is divisible. Furthermore, any non-zero torsion- 
free direct summand of G is uncountable. 
By our methods we can describe the structure of such a maximal 
torsion-free direct summand H, since H, as a direct summand of G, is 
again ootorsion (Theorem 1). An alternative for the condition “G/Gt is 
divisible” is given in Theorem 2, which is easier to handle in special oases. 
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Finally, we discuss the structure of z* GJ z Gg, where 4 is a cyclic 
i=l i=l 
group of order pi for some fixed prime p. It is known that the maximal 
torsion subgroup of z* Gi is not a direct summand of T* Q [4]. How- 
i-l i=l 
ever, zr Q d oes have a maximal torsion-free direct summand H #0 
and H, an interdirect sum of groups of p-adic integers, appears also as 
a direct summand in the direct decomposition of the group $* GJ 5 Q. 
i=l i=l 
I would like to thank Prof. L. Fuchs for his help in many questions while 
I was preparing this paper. 
1. The structure of torsion-free cotorsion groups 
Definition. Let Z(p) be the group of p-adic integers. The height 
of the p-adic integer JZ is the integer I% (2 0) such that z ~pkZ(p) but 
Jz $pkflZ(p). 
Lemma. Let 2 C(P”), b e a discrete direct sum of copies of C(pW), 
lPA 
the quasi-cyclic group of type p (the index set A is arbitrary). Then 
Horn (C(P”), A& C(pY,) is isomorphic to a subgroup %’ Z(p), of the 
complete direct sum C* Z(p),, where, for each A, Z(p), is a copy of the 
group of p-adic integirs. In fact ATi Z(p), is the set of those vectors 
( .-.> zA, . ..> which h ave only a finite number of components zA with 
height =k for any integer I%=O, 1, 2, . . . . 
Proof. Let aA be the projections of 2 C(pW), onto C(pm),. Then any 
a 
P E Horn (Q(P”), & C(P”),) uniquely determines the homomorphisms v E~ 
of C(p,“) into C(pw),. Now pan defines a p-adic integer ?tA. So any v E Horn 
(C(P”L F C(P=M uniquely determines a sequence of p-adic integers: 
( .*-, Tcan, . . . >, such that xA is determined as 31~~. Let cl, . . . . cn, . . . be a 
generating system of C(p,“) with pcl= 0, pc%+i = cn (n= 1, 2, . . .). Take an 
arbitrary generator ck in c(p”). Then (ck)Q)FA= (. . ., (ck)zA, . . .) and we 
know that, in this vector, only a finite number of components are #O. 
Now (..., (ck)nA, ~$C(P’-% h as only a finite number of components 
#0 if and only if the number nk of p-adic integers in this vector with 
height <k: is finite. Since this must hold for any integer k (k = 0, 1, 2, . ..) 
it turns out that, for each Ic, the number of components xA with height 
k is finite. 
Let p? define such a vector (. . ., q, . ..) and assume that q? defines the 
same vector (. . . , zA, . . .>, then p?- 97’ maps each generator ck upon 0, i.e. 
p=ql’. If (...) 7CA, ...) is an arbitrary vector with the mentioned properties, 
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then cg --f (..., (c~)zz~, . ..> induces a homomorphism p7 of G(pCX)) into 
z\ C(p”), corresponding to (. . . , zn, . ..). This completes the proof of the 
ltmma. It is now easy to derive the following 
Theorem 1. Let D be a divisible torsion group and suppose 
D=X z: C(Pi”). 
pi "ZPi 
Then 
(1) Horn t&/-C 0 E z* 2 Z(P~) 
pi “P j
where the first (complete) sum is taken over all prime numbers pj and, 
for each prime number pj, the number of components n1 with height =k 
in (..., 9zdl, . ..)E 2’ Z(pj) is finite (k=O, 1, 2, . ..) (cf. Lemma). 
%j 
Proof. 
Horn t&/z, D) =Hom t 2 Q(P~~), 2 Z: Q(pt’T) = C* Horn 
Y pt "Pi ‘i 
(C(P~,“), L: z‘ C(P~“)) = C* Horn (C(P~‘?, 2 C(P~,,“)) =x* 2’ Z(P~) (Lemma). 
Pi 5. * “i “Pj pi “Pj 
So all torsion-free cotorsion groups have the structure (l), or the torsion- 
free reduced algebraically compact groups have this form (cf. [2], p. 123 (j)). 
In particular any complete direct sum z* Z(p) (p a fixed prime, alp 
“y1, 
infinite cardinal) is such a torsion-free reduced algebraically compact 
group. We have Horn (C(p”), C* C(p”)) z C* Horn (C(pm), C(p”)) s 
N - z* Z(p). But the torsion pa:t of a direct pzduct of alp copies of each 
C(pm”, is isomorphic to a direct sum of 2&z, copies of C(pm), so Horn (C(p”), 
c* C(p”)) =Hom (C(pm), 2 C(p”)) g 2’ Z(p) by the lemma. We get 
ttt C* Z(p) g 2" Z(p)? 
2% 
or any infinite cardinal number alp (p a fixed 
aP d 
prime). The followm; remarks are due to Prof. L. Fuchs: 
We have z\ Z(p) C 2’ Z(p) C C* Z(p), where z’/z is the maximal 
divisible subgroup of x*/z, the latter group being again algebraically 
compact. Actually 2:’ is the completion of 2 in the n-adic or p-adic 
topology, (cf. [3], p. 379), so z\ is dense in 2’ which means that z’/C 
is divisible ([3]. p. 380). Then I* will be the direct sum of 2’ and a 
reduced algebraically compact group g 2*/z:‘. 
2. Direct ame of cotorsion groups 
Let G= z:* G,, where G, is a cotorsion group for each .01. It is known 
UtI 
that G has a maximal torsion-free direct summand H, and H = 0 if and 
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only if G/Gt is divisible, (cf. [6], Theorem p. 242). The group H, as a 
direct summand of a cotorsion group, is cotorsion. Since H is torsion-free, 
it has the structure C* 2’ Z(;o,) according to the theorem 1. For some 
Dj %j 
special cases the following property is useful. 
Theorem 2. Let G= C* Ga, where each Got is a cotorsion group. 
acI 
Let Gt= 2 G, be a direct decomposition of Gt into its primary com- 
ponents. <et B, be a basic subgroup of G, for each p and B= 2 B,. 
Then the maximal torsion-free direct summand H of G is 0 if and’only 
if G/B is divisible. 
Proof. GtIB= 2 G,/ 2 B, g x G,lB, is divisible, since G,IB, is 
divisible for each pr So it/B is a*direct summand in G/B and G/B E 
g GJB @ GIGt. If G/B is divisible, then G/Gt is divisible and hence H = 0 
by the Theorem in [6]. Conversely, if H =0 then G/G6 is divisible and 
consequently G/B is divisible. 
Now we consider some special cases of Theorem 2, which correspond 
to the cases discussed by E. WALKER in [G]. 
(i) Let G= x* CT,, where each GOi is a torsion cotorsion group. Then 
aeI 
each GE is a torsion group of bounded order [6]. So Gn: is a direct sum of 
cyclic groups (for each a). Let G,(p) be the p-primary component of Ga 
and G, the p-primary component of Gt. Now 2 Ga@) is a basic subgroup 
of G, for each p. And B= 2 ( 2 G,(p)) = 2 ( % G,(P)) = x G=, and G has 
a maximal torsion-free direc: suammand HI 0 Pf and or& if z* Ga/ x Ga 
is divisible (Theorem 2). Now it is easy to see that z* G,/ C Ga is divisible 
if and only if pG,= Ga for almost all 01. Hence the subgroup H of G is 0 
if and only if, for any prime p, p j’ n, for almost all 01, where na is the 
exponent of G, for each 01. 
(ii) In the particular case that {Gg}dchl is a set of cotorsion groups 
such that each G, is of finite exponent n, and such that (na, np) = 1 if 
01# 8, it follows that the maximal torsion-free direct summand of I* G, 
CTPI 
is 0 ([S], p. 243). If p is an arbitrary prime number and p/n, for some na, 
then p { ns for 01 #B. Hence pGB= G, for all /+‘#a. If p does not divide 
any n,, then pG, = G, for all 01. In both cases one gets p G, = G, for almost 
all 01. 
(iii) Let G= g* C(pt), h w ere C(pg) is a cyclic group of order pt. Then 
i=l 
B= 2 C(pi) is a basic subgroup of Gt ([l], Theorem 29.6), and G/B is 
i-l 
not divisible since pC(pi) f C(pg) for all i. Hence G has a maximal torsion- 
free direct summand H f 0 and H g x* 2:’ Z(pj). Since G is pk-divisible 
“i %A 
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for any prime pk#p, we must have that z* c’ Z(pj) is pk-divisible 
I.-j up. 
for any prime p,t#p, hence H g 2 Z(p). It is o& purpose to describe 
% 
the structure of G/B in detail and we do this in the next section. 
3. The structure of $* C(pg)/ izl C(pt) 
First of all, it may be remarked that, by an analogous argument as 
in Lemma 4 of [S], it can be shown that Ext (Q, z* G,/ 2 G,)= 0 (rl is 
ac.4 al?‘4 
a countable set) for any set of groups G,. Hence C* G,/ 2 GA is the 
aELI at.4 
direct sum of a divisible group and a cotorsion group ([3], § 2). Therefore 
G/B= 2’ C(pf)/ 2 C(pi) has the same structure and we know that the 
i=l i=l 
cotorsion part of it is not 0. As we have seen in the proof of Theorem 2, 
G/B z GJB @ G/Gt. Now G is a direct sum of a torsion-free cotorsion 
group H and an adjusted cotorsion group K. Since Gt C K, we get that 
G/G, g K/Gt @ H. Now Gt is a p-group, containing B as a basic subgroup, 
hence Gt/B is divisible, in fact GtIB s 2 C(pm). It is known that 
jGt/B] =2Ko ([l], p. 102), so GJB z 2 C(pm). Hence G/B g 2 C(p”) @ 
@ KIGt @ H. Here K/Gt# 0, since ;;/OGt = 0 or K =Gt would ‘TLply that 
Gt is a direct summand of G= K @ H, which is impossible, as is well 
known ([4], example 33, page 32). K/G6 is the maximal divisible torsion- 
free subgroup of G/B. Consider the set V of elements (. . . , ac, . . . > + B E G/B 
such that (i) the orders of the components ai (in C(pt)) are unbounded 
(i = 1, 2, . ..) and (ii) there are only a finite number of components aj 
with height 2 E - 1 (in C(pj)) for any integer k > 1. Then V is a divisible 
torsion-free subgroup of G/B, hence I’ c K/Gt. Since (I’] = Zso, we get 
IK/GtI ~2~0. On the other hand, K/G6 & G/B, so IK/GtI 5 la/B] =2N~, so 
IK/Gtl = 2No. Hence K/Gt g 1 Q, and G/B z x C(p,“) @ 2 Q @ H. 
K 
We know that H g C’ .Z(py’ind G/B/p(G/B) G’k/pH. So Gee have to 
compute the rank of tze p-group G/B/p(G/B). Since B is pure in Gt we 
get pB= B n pGt which implies that pB= B n pG. Now pB= B n pG 
implies B/pB= B/B n pG E B+pG/pG, hence G/pG/B/pB g G/B+pG E 
- G/B/pG$ BIB= GIB/p(G/B). Then GlpG z I:* C(p) and B/pB g = 
s 2 C(p) imply that the rank of G/B,p(G/B)~25. Consequently the 
No 
rank of H/pH = 2No. 
By Prop. 2.1. [3], p. 371, there exists essentially one torsion-free cotorsion 
group H with the dimension of H[pH (as a vector space over the prime 
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field of characteristic p) equal to 2H~, in fact, H =Hom (Q/Z, 2 C(p,“)). 
By Theorem 1, we get that H z 2 Z(p). So we have shozi: 
2Ko 
Theorem 3. Let G= $* C(pr) and B= $ C(pg), where C(pi) is a 
i=l i=l 
cyclic group of order pi (p a fixed prime). Then the maximal torsion-free 
direct summand H of G has the structure 2 Z(p) or z* Z(p) (see the 
2x0 x0 
remarks after Theorem 1). Moreover 
G/B s 2 & 0 2 C(P”) 0 2’ Z(P). 
!2& 9 2x0 
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